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Abstract

A general analysis based upon information theory and the math-
,matical theory of probability is used to investigate the fundamental
principles involved in the transmission of signals through a back-
ground of random noise. Three general theorems governing the probabil-
ity relations between signal and noise are proved, and one is applied
to investigate the effect of pulse length and repetition rate on radar
range. The concept of "generalized selectivity" is introduced and it
is shown how and why extra bandwidth can be used for noise reduction.
It is pointed out that most noise improvement systems are based upon
coherent repetition of the message information either in time or in
the frequency spectrum. It is also pointed out why more powerful noise
improvement systems should be possible than have, so far been made.

The general mechanism of noise improvement thresholds is dis-
cussed and it is shown how they depend upon the establishment of a co-
herence standard. The reason for, and the limitation of, the apparent
law that the maximum operating range of a communications system, for a
given average power, is independent of the type of modulation used, is
then explained. General ways in which improvements in range of radar
and communication systems may be made are also discussed. The possibil-
ity of using extra bandwidth to reduce distortion is then pointed out.
Finally, some possible relations of this work to biology are described.

1. Presented at the National Electronics Conference, Chicago, Illinois,
November, 1947.
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SOME FUNDAMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS CONCERNING NOISE REDUCTION

AID RANGE IN RADAR AND COMMUNICATION

1. Information Theory

The signals which are of interest in radio engineering may be rep-

resented graphically as functions of time. One such signal is shown in

Figure- 1. In a transmission system having L different significant ampli-

tude levels, any particular signal such as that shown in Fig. 1 having a
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Figure 1. Diagram of a signal , showing its significant time intervals and

amplitude levels. (Ideal signal shown by broken line. Solid
line shows the same signal after passing through a transmission
system of bandwidth B).

duration of n significant time intervals represents one out of Ln different

possible signals of this duration which could have been transmitted by the

system. With the foregoing meaning for the various symbols, we have as our

-1-

1. This signal is in a system in which there are both positive and negative
levels. With noise also having both positive and negative levels, the
spacing between signal levels must be the peak-to-peak value of noise
namely 2N, so that the number of different significant amplitude levels
is still L = S/N + 1.
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first equation

Number of different possible messages = Ln. (1)1,2

The number of significant amplitude levels is usually determined by

the noise in the system. If the system is of a linear nature, and the

maximum signal amplitude is S, while the noise amplitude in N, then the num-

ber of significant amplitude levels is essentially

L = S/N + 1 (2)

where the "1l in Eq. (2) is due to the fact that the zero signal level can

be used.

The duration, to, of a significant time interval of the signal is

determined by the inherent limited bandwidth of the signal. It is well

known that if a signal has passed through a transmission system having more

or less uniform transmission over a frequency bandwidth, B, then the small-

est time intervals into which we can separate the portions of the signal

such that amplitudes of the individual intervals shall be separately sig-

nificant, will have a duration of approximately4

to = 1/2B. (3)

Equation (3) may in any particular case be in error by several per cent.

However, it will not be wrong by an order of magnitude. If the total dura-

tion of the signal is T, then the number of its significant time intervals

is

1. This relation was derived by R. V. L. Hartley, B.S.T.J. VII, p. 535
(1928).

2. For example, if there are three amplitude levels, designated as a, b,
and c, and if there are two time intervals, then the 3 = 9 possible
signals are aa, ab, ac, ba, bb, be, ca, cb, and cc.

3. If the ultimate receiver is the eye or ear of a human being, the num-
ber of distinguishable signal levels is known to be proportional to
the logarithm of the ratio of the maximum to minimum signal levels.
This logarithmic ratio can also be expressed in decibels and is then
called the dynamic range of the signal. The number of distinguishable
amplitude levels is thus proportional to the number of decibels in
the dynamic range of the signal, in case the ultimate receiver is a
human being.
A system as ust described, in which successive levels have logarithms
which differ by constant values, has the special property that the re-
lations between signal levels are unchanged if a signal is subjected
to distortionless attenuation, (or distortionless amplification) be-
fore being received. Since all signals coming to the human eye or ear
are subject to such attenuation by distance, and the human observer has
no available amplification to make up for the attenuation, it is not
surprising that human beings have logarithmic characteristics in their
sensory receiving equipments.

4. Stanford Goldman, "Frequency Analysis, Modulation and Noise", McGraw-
Hill, New York, 1948, Chap. IV, especially Figure 7c.
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n = T/to = 2TB.
0 (4)

Consequently, a given message of duration T represents a particular choice

of one out of

Ln = (S/N + )2TB (5)1

different possible messages of the same duration which could hame been sent

through the system.

It is apparent that the amount of information in a signal increases

monotonically with the amount of choice, L , available in choosing the

signal. Hartley has given reasons for- using

log(Ln) = n log L (6)

as a measure of the quantity of information in a signal. It will, however,

not be necessary for the purposes of this paper to choose a particular re-

lation, such as Eq. (6), for the relation between quantity of information

and (Ln), and thus to assign a numerical value to information. We will, how-

ever, make use of the fact that, according to Eq. (5) and the monotonic re-

lation between information and Ln, the quantity of information in a signal

increases with T, B, and (S/N). We will also use the fact that Eq. (5) shows

the relative importance of these three factors.

Next, suppose that instead of plotting the signal as a function of

time as shown as Fig. 1, we made a plot of its frequency composition, includ-

ing magnitude and phase, and let us suppose that the information which it is

desired to transmit is carried in this frequency plot. Using a similar method

to that used in arriving at Eq. (3), it may be shown that the number of sig-

nificant,independently specifiable quantities in the frequency composition

of the signal is equal to the number of significant components in a- Fourier

series expansion of the signal using T as its fundamental period. Thus we

have

Signal = f(t) = a2 + a 2 cco 4 a -t

+ b in 2 sin + b2 sin (7)1 '" T + b2 T"(7)

Since the signal has no components of higher frequency than B, the

coefficients in Eq. (7) become negligibly small after aTB and bTB. The sig-

nal, therefore has,

2TB + 1 = 2TB (approximately) (8)

1. Equation (5) has been derived independently by many people, among them
Mr. W. G. Tuller, from whom the writer first learned about it.

-------- 11- -
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independently specifiable frequency components. Comparing Eq. (8) with

Eq. (4) we see that the signal has the same number of independent informa-

tion components, whether it is analyzed on a time or a frequency basis. A

frequency plot of a signal is shown in Fig. 2. Instead of plotting a and

b components, we could ust as well plot magnitude and phase.

2. Modulation

For many purposes, it is desirable to send a signal in the form of a

modulated carrier. The simplest method of doing this from an information

theory point of view is to use single sideband transmission. In that case,

the frequency components of the signal are all shifted by a constant amount,

C, in the spectrum, as shown in Fig. 3. Then if a large carrier is added to

the signal, the combination of signal plus carrier will be amplitude-modu-

lated and its envelope will have the same shape as a function of time as did

the original signal. Furthermore the number of significant time intervals

and frequency components will still be given by Eqs. (4) and (8). (The com-

bination of carrier plus sidebands will also be frequency-modulated, and if

the proper frequency equalization is used, a frequency modulation detector

will also detect the original signal.)

Although single sideband transmission with an added carrier, is the

simplest type of modulation from an information theory point of view, there

are many other types of modulation which are to be preferred in various ap-

plications. In Fig. 4, a group of these types is shown. In addition, Fig.

4(d) shows a method of transmission of a message as n separate amplitude-

modulated carriers. The detected signals from the n channels are super-

imposed in phase in the final output.

Of special interest to us is the fact that the use of these various

types of modulation, for a given average transmitted power, gives rise to

different ratios of (signal/random noise) in the final output. The value

of (S/N) for double sideband amplitude modulation divided by the (S/N) value

for the type of transmission in question is called the noise improvement

ratio of the latter . The noise improvement ratios of the various types of

modulation are also shown in Fig. 4.

-5-

1. It would be more logical to use single sideband transmission as stand-
ard, but since double sideband AM has always been used in the past,, we
will retain it as the standard.
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3. Some General Properties of Signals

3.1. The Distinction Between Random Noise and Signals. The outstanding dif-

ference between signals and random noise is that whereas there is no specified

or predictable relationship between the amplitudes in the different specific

time intervals of random noise, in the case of a signal there is some speci-

fied relation between the amplitudes in the time intervals. Correspondingly,

in the frequency domain, whereas there is no specified or predictable rela-

tionship between the amplitudes of the Fourier a and b components in the case

of random noise, in the case of a signal, there is a specified relation. In

the case of random noise the amplitude of any time or frequency interval does

not depend upon the values in any preceding or succeeding interval. The only

thing which is specified is the probable average value taken over a large

number of intervals, and even this is subject to random fluctuations. On the

other hand, in the case of a signal, the relation between the time intervals

is definitely specified. If the signal is simple, these relations may be

specified by a simple equation such as

a = A(1 + n sin t) cos wt (9)

and the relation between the frequency components is thereby also definitely

specified as being

A cos wt at frequency w/2,

Ansin (w + i)t] at frequency w + 
2 L21 '7

An sin - )t at frequency u - ,
2 t 27

and zero amplitude at all other frequencies. In case the signal is more

complicated, the specification of the relations between the time intervals

and between the frequency components is not so simple, but it is none the

less definite.

3.2. Generalized Selectivity. The fact that a signal has a definitely speci-

fied relationship between its time components (and between its frequency com-

ponents) allows a certain correspondence to be set up between signals and

transmission systems. Thus it is well known that a tuned LRC circuit will

transmit signals of the frequency f = 1/(21 7 L/O with less attenuation than

any other signal, whether the latter be a pure sinusoidal signal of a differ-

ent frequency, or any other type of signal. As another example, an FM detec-

tor will give more output for signals of the form

a = A cos [2ft + D sin 2t] (10)j~~~~~(0

��`-')� '�------`--� ----



than for any other type of signal. However, whereas in the case of the tuned

circuit the output signal is of the same form as the input, in the case of

the FM detector, this is not true. In the case of the latter, the output ust

shows the modulation of the signal in Eq. (10) and not the whole signal.

As a general description of the degree to which a given transmission

system will give a greater response to certain signals than to others, we will

use the term generalized selectivity. Since random noise contains signals

of all types in greater or lesser amounts, we will find it convenient to de-

fine the numerical value of the generalized selectivity of a transmission

system as the ratio of the value of (ItpUt) for the preferred type of sig-
nataue f OInputp

nal to the value of (Input) for random noise. As already pointed out, the

output need not be similar in wave shape to the input. Actually, we will use

generalized selectivity as a descriptive term and will not need to calculate

its numerical values.

Finally, we may point out that the more complicated the signal to which

a given transmission system is fitted, the greater is the opportunity for a

large value of the generalized selectivity. This is rather obvious, but we

shall have occasions to demonstrate specific examples in which it is true.

33. Coherence. In Section 3.2 we described the relation between a signal

and a transmission system in terms of generalized selectivity. We now wish

to describe the relation between one signal and another signal, or between

parts of the same signal. When two identical signals are superimposed in

phase , it is well known that the energy of the resultant is equal to four

times that of either signal taken separately. On the other hand, if they

are superimposed 1800 out of phase, the resultant has zero energy. In general

if we have two signals El(t) and E2 (t), and the two are superimposed, the

resultant energy is proportional to

JE 1(t + E2(t)2 dt = [JEl(td2P + [E2(t 2 dt + E1 (tE 2 (t)dt. (11)

The first integral on the right of Eq. (11) represents the energy of the two

signals taken separately and the second integral represents the interaction

energy. In the past, it has been customary to define two signals as inco-

herent if their interaction energy is zero. In accordance with this defi-

nition, two noise signals of independent origin are incoherent, and the dif-

ferent Fourier series components of the same signal (even the sine and co-

sine components of the same frequency) are incoherent, It is a general prac-

tical fact that any two signals of independent origin have a vanishingly

small percentage of interaction energy when considered over a long period of

time.

The definition of coherence on the basis of interaction energy, while

it is quite useful for many purposes, is too specialized for our present



considerations. Thus the different sidebandsl of a modulated wave, whether
amplitude-modulated, frequency-modulated, or pulse-modulated, have definite

phase relationships with respect to one another and with respect to the car-

rier, even though they are of different frequencies. We will therefore call

them coherent, even though their interaction energy is zero. In general, we

shall call any two signals (or any two parts of the same signal) coherent

when there is a specified relationship between their detailed values. Inco-

herent signals will then be signals, or parts of the same signal, which are

independent of one another. All incoherent signals will still have vanish-

ingly small interaction energy, but the converse will not be true. Signals,

whether having zero interaction energy or not, will still be called coherent

if there is a specified relation between their detailed values (i.e., be-

tween the amplitudes of their time intervals).

4 Ultimate Noise Probabilities

4.1. Probability Measure of oise Level. In any observation of a signal ap-

pearing above a level of random noise, there is always a certain probability

that the signal is not a signal at all, but is ust a fluctuation in the

noise. When the signal-to-noise ratio by any definition is large, this prob-

ability will be very small indeed. However, when the signal and the noise

are of comparable size, the probability becomes appreciable. In radar, when

only one (or a few) significant time intervals are involved, the probability

that what is believed to be signal may actually be noise is a matter of prac-

tical concern.

In the case of communication, when a large number of significant time

intervals is involved, the probability that a received signal such as "The

temperature at Dallas at 7 p.m. was 21 degrees" is merely a fluctuation of

random noise and does not represent a transmitted signal is obviously almost

infinitesimal. The reason for this is that the above signal includes a

large number of significant time intervals. We know from probability theory,

that the probability that each of the amplitudes in the independent time in-

tervals should be a noise fluctuation is equal to the product of this prob-

ability for each interval taken separately. Since the probability for each

interval is considerably less than unity, the final product is extremely

small.
It would, however, not be necessary to change the sound amplitudes in

many intervals of the above signal, to change "21 degrees" to "29 degrees",

and if the noise level is high we might have some doubt about the accuracy

of the reception of the above signal. This will serve to remind us that the

correctness of the information in the above signal is a matter of probability,

and that there is actually an extremely small probability that the entire

signal may be merely a noise fluctuation and may not represent a transmitted

1. Arising from a particular modulation frequency.

-9-
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signal at all. Despite the extremely small magnitude of this probability

in almost all practical cases, we will shortly find that it will serve as a

very useful measure of some of the noise properties of a signal. Accordingly

we now propose the following universal measure of the noise level of a signal.

Definition: The noise level of a signal is hereby defined as the probability

that the observed signal does not represent transmitted information, but is

just a fluctuation in the background of random noise.

With the aid of this definition we will now investigate some noise

properties of signals.

4.2. Some Useful Theorems. Suppose that a signal is received for a time T

by way of a transmission system of bandwidth B. Suppose also that the recep-

tion has a background of random noise of mean square value 12 (for the band-

width B). According to random noise theory, the probability that the noise

shall have the value I, in any particular significant time interval, is then,

as a first-order effect,

P(I)AI = 1 -I2/2I I (12)

2nI

where I is the increment between significant amplitude levels.l

In Fig. 5(a) is shown the received signal plus background noise, of

which the signal is shown in Fig. 5(b), and the noise in Fig. 5(c). The ob-

server is of course unaware of the composition of Figs. 5(b) and (c). The

amplitudes in the time intervals of Fig. 5(a) will be designated Al, A2, A3 ,

etc., respectively. Now according to Eq. (12) the probability that the sig-

nal in the first interval, of amplitude Al, is random noise is

2 0

P(A1) AI = 1 ¢2
AI (13)

Similarly, the probability that the signal in the second interval is random

noise is

1. In the following discussion, we shall assume that the distance AI be-
tween significant amplitude levels is the same for all amplitude levels.
Very likely, this is an unnecessary limitation as far as Theorem B
(Sec. 4 p. 11) is concerned.

The present section assumes that the superposition of signal and noise
is a linear process. It therefore no longer applies after the mixed
signal has gone through a nonlinear transmission system.
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Figure 5. Superposition of signal anc noise.
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and so on. According to a well-known law in probability theory, the proba-

bility that the entire signal is random noise is then

2 2+ +

(15)

where n = 2TB. (16)

It should be pointed out in passing that the probability given by Eq.

(15) is not the probability that the amplitudes Al, A2 . . An Just occur,

but rather that they occur in the sequence A, A2 . . . An. In other words,

the signal shape as well as its magnitude is taken into account.

We have already pointed out that when a signal is superimposed upon

random noise, the energy of the combination will be the sum of the energy of

the signal plus the energy of the noise . Therefore, if we have a desired

signal whose amplitudes in the n intervals are al, a2 - -, an respectively,

and if this is superimposed upon noise of average value I , the probability

(to an observer who does not know the composition of what is being received

but who only knows the average noise level I of the transmission system and

its bandwidth B) that the combination is merely a noise fluctuation is2

21 1 + a2 + 2 + nI/ 2I2 n
~1 - 2 ' n (AI)n (17)

|2¶rI J

We note immediately the remarkable fact that this probability depends
2 2 * 2 of the signal and does not

only on the total energy (al + + + 2 of the signal and does not
-1an

depend upon the way in which this energy is distributed among the different

1. Strictly speaking, what we mean is that if the number of intervals 2TB
is large, the probability of an appreciable deviation from this addition
of energies, is very small. (See Goldman, op. cit. Chap. VII). If 2TB
is a small number, then in an individual trial there may be apireciable
interaction energy, but averaged over a large number of trials, the
average interaction energy will be zero, regardless of whether 2TB is
large or small.

2. More precisely "is" should read "will on the average be".

-12-



time intervals. We have thus arrived at the following important theorem:

Theorem A: In a system of given bandwidth, a signal of given duration and

a given amount of total energy, in a background of white noise, will have

the same probability of being a noise fluctuation regardless of how its en-

ergy is distributed in time.

A completely similar derivation based upon Fourier components instead

of time intervals will give us the following alternative theorem.

Theorem A: In a system of given bandwidth, a signal of given duration and

a given amount of total energy, in a background of white noise, will have

the same probability of being a noise fluctuation regardless of how its en-

ergy is distributed among its Fourier components.

We can make Ea. (17-) more universal by normalizing it. Thus

- = M2 B

where M2 is a constant (called the strength

and

2 2
al + a2 + 

2I 2

2

+ an na

2M2 B

(18)

of the background noise field)

2TB a2

2M2B

Ta2

M2
(19)

Consequently, we can rewrite Eq. (17) as

(Probability that )
(received mixed signal )
(is a noise fluctuation)

( + a +/ 2 -n/2

=----cn/2 (I)n

2TT7I 2

-Ta2

M

-n/2

in/2 (I)n =

27T 

-n/2

(AI)n

2

f l2n/2

( 2 1'

1. The combination of desired signal plus random noise will be called the
Umixed signal".

(21)

�--------------- -" � ���I-�-�'�' �I
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is the average probability that we would find that the mixed signal were

noise if we made repeated trials and if the mixed signal were pure noise.

Let us now define the normalized probability that a mixed signal is a noise

fluctuation as the ratio of the actual numerical probability to the corre-

sponding average probability for noise. Then Eq. (20) becomes

(Normalized probability that mixed) = -Ta2/M2 (22)1
(signal is a noise fluctuation )

Equation (22) is a fundamental equation. It shows that the normalized proba-
bility that the mixed signal is a noise fluctuation depends only upon the

total signal energy a- T and upon the strength M2 of the background noise

field. It is independent of the time distribution of the signal energy as
well as of the bandwidth B and duration T of the transmission.

Instead of deriving Eq. (22) by a consideration of the amplitudes in

the time intervals we could by exactly similar mathematical steps dealing

with the amplitudes of the Fourier series components, have derived the equa-

tion

(Normalized probability that mixed) = c[T ((a 2 +b] /
(signal is a noise fluctuation (23)2

where the summation is taken over all the Fourier series components of the

signal. The quantity T (a 2 + b2 )/2 is, of course, ust the expression for

the signal energy in terms of the Fourier series components. The details in

the derivation of Eq. (23) will not be reproduced here.

In addition to the conclusions drawn from Eq. (22), Eq. (23) shows us

that the normalized probability that the mixed signal is a noise fluctuation

is also independent of the frequency distribution of the signal. We can now

include all these results in the following theorem:

Theorem B: The normalized probability that a mixed signal is a noise fluctua-

tion, depends only upon the total energy of the desired signal and the

strength of the background white noise field. It is independent of the time

or frequency distribution of the desired signal energy, as well as of the

bandwidth and duration of the transmission.

1. The strength M of the white noise field, has the dimensions of energy.
Therefore since a T also has the dimensions of energy, the exponent of
Eq. (22) is dimensionless, as it should be.

2. a in Eq. (23) stands for the amplitude of a cosine component in the
Fourier expansion in accordance with the notation in Sec.l. It should
not be confused with a in Eq. (22), and the other equations of this sec-
tion where stands for the amplitude of a time interval.

-14-
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Theorem B is of fundamental importance. It tells us that no type of

signal shape and no method of modulation can improve the normalized proba-

bility unless it increases the total signal energy or decreases the strength

of the background white noise field. Although Theorem B is of universal

applicability, it does not tell the whole story. The number of significant

information components of the signal, 2TB, does not depend upon either the

amount of signal energy available or the background noise level. We shall

show in a later section that when ample information is available, some of

this information can be used to increase the signal-to-noise ratio and im-

prove the noise probability despite the fact that the normalized probability

is not improved. Even in radar reception, we will find that the actual

range of operation is usually not pushed to the limit imposed by Theorem B,

and certain types of noise reduction can be of practical value.

Finally, it is worth pointing out that Theorem B is a general math-

ematical theorem, i.e., a phenomenon of mathematics, and it may well have

applications in the natural sciences in addition to its use in the field of

communication engineering.

5. Noise Improvement and Thresholds

5.1. Improvement Based Upon Coherence - (by Means of Apparatus). In the

present section we will deal with noise theory particularly as it relates

to communication signals. We will be particularly concerned with the funda-

mental theory of noise improvement and the thresholds at which it begins.

The detailed wave shape of an audio signal carrying information can-

not be predicted ahead of time, since it would not be carrying information

if it could be predicted. There are, however, certain average characteris-

tics of audio voice and audio music signals by means of which they can on

the average be distinguished from random noise and on the basis of these

characteristics a certain amount of average noise reduction can be obtained.

Frequency pre-emphasis and de-emphasis as used in present day FM broadcast-

ing may be cited as an example. The most potent types of noise reduction,

however, such as that of wideband FM or of pulse modulation are based upon

a method of generalized selectivity in which extra bandwidth is used out-

side the required audio range which carries the desired intelligence. This

extra bandwidth is used to carry extra information which is used for pur-

poses of generalized selectivity; that is, it makes a signal of the partic-

ular type of wave shape to which a prearranged detector is especially sen-

1. The strength of the background white noise field is determined in the
early circuits of the receiver, and is unaffected by the noise reduction
of frequency modulation or pulse modulation. However, a change of the
carrier frequency, which allows the thermal noise and/or shot noise of
the receiver (as usually measured by the noise figure) to be reduced
will actually cause a practical reduction in the strength of the back-
ground noise field.
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sitive. Due to this generalized selectivity, the signal-to-noise ratio in

the output of the detector is much greater than in the input.

The extra information which is put into a signal for selectivity pur-

poses is not really true information, since its characteristics must be

known ahead of time. For this reason, we may call it "wave-shaping infor-

mation" or "selectivity information" to distinguish it from what we may call

the "message information". The Uselectivity information" could theoretically

be put into a signal by using either extra bandwidth or extra duration. How-

ever, in most cases of interest, such as audio or television broadcasting,

the duration cannot be varied from the duration of the original "message in-

formation". It is therefore necessary to put the "selectivity information"

into extra bandwidth. In a general way it is also clear that the more ex-

cess bandwidth there is available and used to carry "selectivity informa-

tion", the greater will be the possible distinction between the signal and

random noise, and consequently the greater will be the possible generalized

selectivity.

The amount of noise improvement which is obtained by any particular

method of "generalized selectivityu does not depend merely upon the amount of

extra bandwidth used, since we found different answers for FM and PWM. In

particular we found a noise-reduction factor proportional to D/Fa for FM and,

a noise-reduction factor proportional to /BW/fp for PWM. Now (D/Fa) and

(BW/f ) are in their respective cases each proportional to the number of
p

complete sets of sidebands of the message modulation frequencies. It there-

fore appears that in these cases the number of times that the message infor-

mation is repeated in the frequency spectrum is what determines the noise

reduction. However, if we consider FM to operate on a linear basis, then

PWM operates on a square-root law basis. In a similar manner, we would say

that the case of multi-channel operation with coherent audio, which we found

had no noise reduction for a given amount of total power, was a case in

which the exponent was zero.

A general explanation of the way in which coherent repetition acts to

reduce the noise level can also be based upon probability theory. If the

original signal level gives a certain probability p that a particular infor-

mation unit is a noise fluctuation, coherent repetition of the information

qtimes is the equivalent of getting the same results q times out of q tries

in probability theory. This reduces the probability that the signal is a

noise fluctuation to pq. A considerable correction must, however, be made in

p, since the noise level rises with the extra bandwidth. Different types of

transmission systems have different degrees of effectiveness in translating

this decreased probability into noise reduction. We found, in the above-

mentioned cases, that the noise reduction was proportional to qm where m is

a constant. The above pq formula suggests, however, that the inherent pos-

sible noise reduction may increase exponentially with bandwidth, which is a
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more rapid increase than is given by raising q to any constant exponent. The

same possibility is suggested by Eq. (5). It therefore seems reasonable to

believe that systems can be devised whose noise reduction greatly exceeds

that of any of the systems which we have mentioned or which have yet been

built.

The systems which we have so far described as noise-reducing systems

gave noise reduction with a given amount of total energy. There are, how-

ever, practical cases in which it is not the total energy which is limited,

but the energy per unit time or energy per unit bandwidth. In such cases, it

is fair to describe a system which uses extra time or bandwidth for noise

reductionas a noise-reduction system, even though the system uses extra en-

ergy. On this basis an integrating radar is a noise-reducing system which

uses coherent repetition in time for noise-reduction purposes. On the same

basis, the previously discussed case of multichannel coherent audio trans-

mission would be a noise-reducing system, if extra power were available in

the extra frequency channels. The noise reduction would be based upon

coherent repetition in the frequency spectrum in the latter case

5.2. Thresholds of Detection. All known noise improvement systems which are

based upon "selectivity information" will operate effectively only above a

certain threshold value of the S/N ratio. In the case of pulse phase modu-

lation discussed above, the improvement threshold occurs when the signal

pulses are twice as high as the peak noise fluctuations that are likely to

occur during the reception of a message. At this level it is possible to

use top and bottom limiters to remove all noise except that which occurs

during the time of rise and fall of the pulses. If the signal falls below

the improvement threshold level,the reception of noise between pulses causes

a sudden great increase in the noise output, usually so great that it will

blanket the desired signal.

In the case of FM, when the signal exceeds the noise entering the de-

tector, the frequency modulation of the signal by the noise is relatively

small. If, however, the noise exceeds the signal, then it is the noise which

controls the phase of the signal-plus-noise combination, and the various side-

bands of the desired signal are no longer coherent in phase with the effective

carrier and can no longer operate effectively in unison to give large amounts

of frequency modulation. The transition level between larger signal and

noise is the improvement threshold in frequency modulation.

1. A standard double sideband system of pure AM uses twice the required band-

width to carry its information. The reason for this is that in eaqh sig-

nificant time interval it gives the message information as AM, but it also

gives the extra information that the FM in the interval is zero. This lat-

ter information results in an in-phase addition of the upper and lower

frequency sidebands in their effect on the envelope, which has the effect

of noise reduction. A similar situation apparently occurs in any type of

double sideband transmission. Thus in FM the extra information is trans-

mitted that the AM in each interval is zero.
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In the case of double sideband amplitude modulation, there is also an

improvement threshold. Above the threshold the upper and lower sets of side-

bands of te desired signal due to their phase relation with respect to each

Other and with respect to the effective carrier, have double efficiency in

causing amplitude modulation. Below this threshold, the noise is large enough

so that the carrier is modulated more than 100 per cent most of the time by

the noise sidebands. This eliminates most of the desired signal or transforms

it into distortion.

To get an idea of what happens when the improvement threshold is reached,

consider the case of pulse width modulation. Above the threshold value of 2 of

the S/N amplitude ratio, only signal modulation or noise which changes the

location of the time of rise or fall of the pulses is effective in producing

output. From the point of view of probability theory, we can say that such

signal modulation or noise is given preferred weighting above the improvement

threshold. In a general way, we can say that below the improvement threshold,

the receiving system cannot locate the signals which are to be given pre-

ferred weighting in order to obtain benefit from the "generalized selec-

tivity".

The existence of a noise improvement threshold is apparently a charac-

teristij of all types of modulation systems which use"selectivity infor-

mation" . When the noise exceeds the improvement threshold value, the si -

nal no longer controls the standard by which coherence is determined and on

the basis of which the detector is designed to give preferred weighting to

-the desired signal. Under these circumstances, the detector increases the

noise-to-signal ratio rather than the signal-to-noise ratio.

The maximum operating range of any communication system is determined

by the location at which the signal falls below the improvement threshold.

When this occurs, even in ordinary (double-sideband) amplitude modulation,

there is a relatively sudden large rise of the noise level which effectively

blankets the signal. 2 (See Fig. 6). This added noise is due to an irreverS-

ible process, and it cannot be removed by frequency selectivity. A real-

ization of this fact is important in the design of communication systems.

For example, in the design of an amplitude-modulated communication or radar

receiver, if the signal-to-noise ratio is much higher than the improvement

threshold, the bandwidth of the receiver prior to the second detector can

1. The only type of modulation which does not use "selectivity information"i
is single sideband transmission.

2. Below the improvement threshold, a major part of what comes into the
receiver as desired signal is transformed by the detector into distortion
or noise because of the loss of the coherence standard. This is the
distinguishing characteristic of the improvement threshold.
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Figure 6. Threshold versus range for a given average power, with
various types of modulation.

be increased many-fold in order not to lose the signal in case there is fre-

quency drift of either the transmitter or the receiver oscillator. There

will be no loss in signal-to-noise ratio in the final output, despite the

increased predetection noise caused by the increased bandwidth, so long as

the bandwidth is again narrowed to its optimum value by the audio (or video)

amplifier. The situation, however, is quite different in case the signal-

to-noise ratio is near the improvement threshold. In that case, widening

of the predetection bandwidth to the extent that the signal-to-noise ratio

falls into the rangeI of the improvement threshold will cause an rrevers-

ible rise in noise which cannot be erased by narrowing the bandwidth of the

audio (or video) amplifier. For this reason, if maximum range is desired,

the predetection bandwidth should not be increased beyond its normal value

of twice the modulation frequency range except insofar as is absolutely nec-

essary because of frequency drift.

The existence of the noise improvement threshold is the cause of the

Ulaw" that the maximum operating range of a communication system, for a given

average power, is essentially independent of the type of modulation used. The
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1. The improvement threshold has a narrow range of about 3 or 6 db, depending
on the type of modulation. The coherence standard is gradually lost as the
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explanation depends upon the fact that according to the 2TB formula for in-

formation components, the minimum possible bandwidth required, and therefore

the minimum average noise, is fixed by the audio-frequency range1 which it

is desired to transmit. The minimum noise is thus independent of the type of

modulation used. It is approximately true in the types of modulation which

we have examined that when the average noise power exceeds the average signal

power, the signal no longer controls the coherence standard used by the de-

tector. When this occurs, the signal becomes unintelligible. The maximum

range, since it is thus determined by the minimum noise, is consequently like-

wise approximately 2 independent of the type of modulation used. The above-

mentioned maximum range "lawu is thus a characteristic of all types of modu-

lation systems in which the signal no longer controls the coherence standard

of the detector when the average noise exceeds the average signal. If other

type of modulation systems could be devised in which the coherence standard s

not so controlled, there would be no reason to expect the"law" to hold for them.

The foregoing analysis indicates that if it were possible to supply a

large local carrier in a double sideband AM receiver3 which is synchronized

with the transmitted carrier, then the noise-reduction threshold of the re-

ceiver would be decreased and the operating range of the communication sys-

tem would be extended, correspondingly. Radar synchronization is a closely

related type of procedure, but for full utilization of the noise-reducing

possibilities, local carrier would have to be added in the receiver with

synchronization of the r-f phase.

5.3. Perception Selectivity. In the practical reception of signals, whether

audio, television,or radar, the final human observer usually adds a large

and important amount of effective noise reduction. A human observer will

weigh intelligible speech much higher than "gibberish" as being parts of the

signal, and the human observer will even fill in the gaps where noise makes

the signal unintelligible. As soon as the signal can be recognized as be-

longing to a customary type of communication signal, such as speech or music,

the human perception mechanism gives greatly preferred weighting, on the

average, to true signals as compared with noise and greatly decreases the

previous probability that the signal is a noise fluctuation. This human per-

ception selectivity" is thus another example of generalized selectivity.

1. Systems, such as the oder, w ch reduce e rejuiret o&mwIdzh or rans-
mitting speech, will, of course, increase range. This, however, will be
true regardless of the type of modulation used.

2. We are here neglecting small constant factors in the neighborhood of unity,
such as 2 or 12, etc.

3. This might be obtained with the aid of a very narrow-band high-gain
receiver tuned to receive the carrier alone.
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Perception selectivity, like other noise-reducing systems has a thresh-
old below which it will not operate. The threshold at which perception se-
lectivity begins may roughly be described as the S/N level at which the sig-
nal can be recognized as belonging to the transmission language". At this
level the human perception mechanism recognizes parts of the mixed signal as
coming from a common origin; i.e., it recognizes them as parts of a coherent
signal. This level may be described as the intelligibility threshold, and
is the noise improvement threshold of a human being as a signal detector. It
is probable that perception selectivity begins at a lower S/N ratio than any
non-livihg type of noise improvement system so far devised.

Perception selectivity for speech does not require any extra bandwidth
in addition to that normally used, because the normal audio range of say
10 kc/sec is many times more than adequate to carry the actual amount of in-
formation in a speech signal. The actual message information in speech is
generated at a rate of about 5 to 25 significant time intervals per second.
The audio bandwidth is thus of the order of one thousand times as much as
necessary for the purposes of carrying the pure message information" in speech.
The excess bandwidth is thus available for the generation of characteristic
human speech wave shapes which can be modulated by the message information".
The human detector then gives preferred weighting to these characteristic

human speech wave shapesl.

We have found previously in our study of nonhuman noise improvement
systems, that coherent repetition of the information in many different fre-
quency channels is a common characteristic of the signals used. At least
part of the noise reduction of audio perception selectivity is obviously
due to the use of signals with this same characteristic.

Perception selectivity is also used in radar. For example, in the
use of a radar "A" presentation, the fact that a slightly greater signal
amplitude is apparently characteristic of a particular location along the
horizontal axis in many repeated intervals, is interpreted by the human ob-
server as indicating an echo. It is interesting to note that repetition of
the information in the time domain, rather than in the frequency domain, is
here used for noise reduction.

The use of repetition in the time domain for reducing the probability
that a signal is a random fluctuation is a common practice in perception
selectivity. Repeating a message in order to be sure that all the informa-
tion is correctly received is an example of applying this to every informa-
tion interval in a signal, so as to reduce the probability that any part of
the received signal is a random noise fluctuation.

1. The writer does not mean to imply that the wide audio range of human
speech has noise reduction as its sole purpose. Obviously, the radia-
tion of sound from the mouth, as ust one example, could not take place
efficiently at a syllabic frequency, but requires the use of higher
audio frequencies.
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Perception selectivity is an important part of almost every communi-

cation system in which a human observer is the final receiver.

5,4. The General Question of Undesired Signals. We can classify all unde-

sired signals in the following three groups;

a. Random noise - which is incoherent information.

b. Signal interference - which is erroneous information,

coherent in itself, but not coherent with the desired signal.

c. Distortion - which is erroneous information, coherent with

the desired signal.

Extra bandwidth can be used to reduce (a) and (b) relative to the sig-

nal. Frequency modulation systems are perhaps the best-known example of this

fact. That extra bandwidth can be used to reduce distortion is not well

known; but a comparison of double sideband versus single sideband AM trans-

mission shows that it can be done. The use of large amounts of extra band-

width to reduce distortion to a very low value presents interesting possibil-

ities. Just as in the case of the reduction of random noise and signal inter-

ference, the reduction of distortion in the simplest cases would probably be

accomplished by coherent repetition of the desired signal information in sev-

eral different transmission channels; with the use of a type of modulation

and detection which would give coherent addition of the desired signal but

not of the distortion.

In this connection, it is interesting to note that feedback is a type

of coherent repetition. It has certain drawbacks, especially instability.

Perhaps some other type of coherent repetition will do the same Job as feed-

back in some cases, without the danger of instability.

6. Range in Radar Sysytems

In analyzing the maximum range problem in radar we must distinguish

between two cases. In the first case, the presence of a reply echo is

determined both by observing excess signal at the location of the echo and

by recognizing a characteristic shape of the reply pulse. This case re-

quires bandwidth in excess of that necessary to give the best signal-to-

noise ratio; the excess bandwidth being required to show the pulse shape.

In the second case, the bandwidth is reduced to obtain the best signal-to-

noise ratio, and the presence of the echo is recognized purely on the basis

of excess signal. The first case involves perception selectivity. This

case is not amenable to accurate quantitative calculation. The second case,

however, can be handled in a quantitative manner, and will now be discussed.

In the operation of a radar system, the carrier is off except during

short pulse lengths. These pulses are repeated at regular intervals, and

the echoes after demodulation are displayed on a cathode-ray tube screen,

or an equivalent circuit device. The cathode-ray tube screen is scanned
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in synchronism with the pulse-repetition rate, so that successive echoes

will be superimposed as long as the target does not move. If the pulse

length is L and the period of repetition is To, then for a given average

transmitted power P, the pulse signal length S, prior to detection, will

follow the relation

PT0
-K 1L *(24)

Now the bandwidth B required to transmit the pulses is inversely propor-

tional to L. Furthermore, the amplitude N of the background noise prior

to detection is proportional to the square root of the bandwidth. There-

fore, we can write

N d L [/PT
N /-E o (25)

The signal-to-noise ratio is thus independent of the pulse length or the

corresponding bandwidth, for a given repetition rate and average power.

The ultimate operating range of a adar is determined by the dis-

tanceat which reply pulses become so small that they cannot be distin-

guished from the background noise. In order to push the operating range

of radar to its maximum, a special integrating device may be used. This

consists of a time-gating device which is sensitive only for the duration

of a pulse length, but whose intervals of sensitivity are repeated in

synchronism with the radar's pulse-repetition rate. This is equivalent to

moving a gate, of the same width as a reply pulse, along the scanning

direction of the cathode-ray tube. If this gating device is connected to

an rms meter of long time constant, it will be very sensitive in locating

ir4 ply pulses as it is slowly moved along the axis. There will, of course,

still be noise fluctuations, and it is necessary to try to distinguish

true echo signals from noise fluctuations. According to probability

theory, the ratio of the average fluctuation AN of the rms noise from the

long time average rms noise value N will decrease as the square root of

the number of scans included in the observation. Thus

r IV(26)

where is the total time of observation.

The noise in Eq. (26) is post-detector noise whereas that in

Eqs. (24) and (25) was pre-detector noise. At ultimate range the signal-

plus-noise locations are only barely perceptible above the background of

noise. Therefore S is small in comparison with N as they enter the

detector. Because of the random r-f phase relations of the signal and noise,
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the signal then causes only a second-order change in the amplitude of

the envelope of the noise output, as we will show. Thus

N cos t + Scos(wt+I) = N + Scosp)2 + (Ssinp)2 cos(wt+) . (27)

Here

(N + Scoscp) 2 + (Ssing ) 2

is the amplitude of the envelope, which will become the detected signal,

and is therefore the quantity of prime interest. The angle p is a random r-f

phase angle, and so is v. Now

+ Ss) 2 + (Ssin) 2 + os] L S approximately[ ] [ ]si n ~ --+ 2]

provided that N 41. (28)

The average output envelope is then

[i + Scos fl+~(N Ss2n ) dS N + (4N1S, approximately. (29)N + Scos dcp N +

The effective value of the signal has thus been reduced by the factor (S/4N).

The average output signal-to-noise ratio at echo locations will then

be

-= 8s 1s2 -1PT

N 4 = 4o (30)
N N

The ratio S/TAN determines the probability that the signal is a noise

fluctuation; and from Eqs. (26) and (30) it follows that

AN- 7N/P PT (31)

The ratio S/AN thus depends on P, the total signal energy received, and

upon PTo, the energy per pulse. The range of an integrating radar for a

given average power, can thus be improved by increasing the time of

observation F, and by increasing the pulse repetition period, To . A PPI is

.lso an integrating type of radar and the foregoing discussion will apply

to it. In non-integrating types of radar, Eq. (31) will still apply, if 

is set equal to T. This case is, however, not very important since in

all radars n which there is visual observation, there is always consider-

able effective integration by the observer in the perce-tion-selectivity

process, even when there is no integration by the receiving apparatus.

In the case of the radar systems analyzed above, the predetection

coherence standard of the double sideband AM radar signal has been lost at

ultimate range; so that the noise is eliminating the signal. However

the post detection coherence standard (synchronization) has been maintained

by the pulses from the local transmitter so that coherent repetition in
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time, utilized by integration, can be used to improve (S/AN). The extreme

simplicity of a radar signal is what has made it possible for us to carry

out the above quantitative analysis of the detection process below the

threshold of detection.

In many practical radar systems, the method of display is such

that ultimate range is reached when the signal is of about the same magni-

tude as the noise. In thy case the detection correction for small signals

no longer applies, and

= (approximately) (32)
N

and

fp _-V~ g(33)

In this case, the range depends only on the total received energy.

Radar has the simplest type of information of any signal, since we

are interested only in whether a signal is present or not. The situation

in communication is more complicated, since we are there concerned with

the probable percentage of information intervals which have correct informa-

tion. In the simplest communication system, we will have only two levels,

off and on. However, in most cases, such as voice or television communi-

cation, we have many amplitude levels. Thus we have the possibility that

an interval which has signal may give the wrong information because a

noise fluctuation has moved it to the wrong amplitude level.

The type of analysis used above for radar is inadequate to handle

such problems. In the usual practical case, a small percentage of inter-

vals carrying erroneous information can initially be tolerated. This

erroneous information is usually then removed by perception selectivity.

Although the matter is one of great importance, no attempt will be made in

the present paper to handle the question of probable percentages of

correct intervals in a communication signal.

?. Some Apparent Relations to Biology

The material discussed in the present paper, if properly developed,

may have a fascinating field of application in the other sciences. Every

indication points to the fact that the nervous system is an intricate com-

munication network, and a good deal of the perception selectivity we have

talked about probably takes place in a manner similar to the coherent rep-

etition used in simple communication systems. The well-known phenomenon of

a conditioned reflex is also closely related to coherent repetition. The
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proper interpretation and analogies of bandwidth, random noise level, infor-

mation intervals,,and thresholds in these physiological domains may lead to

new and worthwhile ideas in devising and interpreting new experiments.

A particularly interesting biological application of the ideas in this

paper is in the explanation of a reason for the division of large organisms

into cells . According to current biological theory, the characteristics of

an organism are determined by the chromosomes in its cells, and there are

essentially identical sets of chromosomes in each of the cells of the organ-

ism (excepting the germ cells). Now the life history of the organism is

regulated by the interactions of the various parts of the organism which is

living in an environment subject to a considerable amount of random fluctua-

tion. These interactions, whether they are secretions by glands, the send-

ing of nerve impulses, the process of digestion,or any other type of physio-

logical action, represent perfectly good signals in the general theory of

communication. The activity of the chromosomes, whatever it may be, may like-

wise be considered a set of signals.

In the case of a large organism, there is a large amount of structure

built according to a detailed plan which must be kept running according to

plan during the life cycle in spite of the general disintegrating processes

of the physical world and the random fluctuations of the environment. The

large amount of characteristic detail in the organism is the communication

equivalent of a large amount of signal detail. The communication theory equiv-

alent of retaining all this characteristic individual detail despite the

presence of the fluctuating environment is the maintenance of a large signal-

to-noise ratio. It is therefore not surprising to find that in the case of

large organisms, the fundamental information contained in the structure or

activity of the chromosomes which regulate the life history of the organism

is set up in such a way that the information is repeated coherently, i.e.,

according to a planned lay-out. Thus the division of the organism into cells,

each of which has an essentially identical set of chromosomes,may be a way in

which nature can keep a large organism operating in a planned life cycle de-

spite the disintegrating effects of the physical world.
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Appendix

SOME TYPICAL EXAMPLES OF NOISE-REDUCTION CALCULATIONS.

A. Noise Reduction in Frequency Modulation. An elementary analysis shows

that a small component B cos 2gt received simultaneously with the carrier

A cos 2ft causes amplitude modulation of the carrier at the beat frequency

(g-f) and of degree of modulation, B/A. It also causes frequency modulation

of the carrier at the beat frequency(g-f) but of degree of modulation

[(g-f)/D]B/A, where D is the maximum permitted frequency deviation of the

carrier, corresponding to 100 per cent frequency modulation. Thus all the

noise components are equally effective in causing amplitude modulation of

the carrier, but their effectiveness in causing frequency modulation is pro-

portional to their frequency displacement from the carrier.

In Fig. 7 we have a diagram showing the relative efficiencies of noise

components in causing amplitude and frequency modulation in a receiver. This

figure also illustrates the fact that since the noise-modulation frequency is

g-f, any noise component is ineffective if its frequency differs from the car-

rier by more than the audio cutoff frequency of the receiver. It is clear

from Fig. 7 that the noise reduction of FM as compared with AM is

Noise-Reduction Factor = - M2Fa = . A}
'F

Fa3 a

2 3

f-Fa f +F

a

AM RECEPTION

B/A

T-

INA

f-D f 'F f f f+D
F M RECEPTION

(F0 IS AUDIO GUT-OFF FREQUENCY OF RECEIVER)
Figure 7. Effectiveness of noise components in causing modulation.

1. Goldman, op. cit., Sec. 5.5.
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In order to ge a clearer understanding of the reason for this noise

reduction, let us consider a simple 100 per cent modulated f-m signal

a A cos [nft + sin 2t]. (2A)

This is modulated at the modulation frequency , and the instantaneous fre-

quency at any time t is

1 d [2 ft + D sin 2Tt]- = f + D cos 2t. (3A)

The signal in Eq. (2A) is well knownl to have a distribution of sidebands

extending essentially from f - D to f + D and spaced from each other by .

The amplitudes, phases, and frequencies of the f-m signal sidebands,

with respect to each other and with respect to the carrier, are such as to be

very effective in causing a large deviation D of the carrier at the modulation

frequency . If these sidebands had their amplitudes, phases, and frequencies

distributed at random, as is the case with noise, the frequency deviation of

the carrier would be greatly reduced. Thus the coherence of the f-m signal

sidebands is one reason for noise reduction in frequency modulation.

Next we note from Fig. 7 that only those noise sidebands which are near

the carrier frequency, and are therefore inefficient in producing modulation,

generally cause noise that will pass through the audio system of an f-m re-

ceiver. This is in decided contrast with the signal, which has effective side-

bands far removed from the carrier and all of whose sidebands act together to

swing the carrier frequency at the rate of the signal modulation frequency.

The noise reduction properties of an f-m system require that the signal

level shall exceed the noise level. When the noise exceeds the signal the

situation becomes reversed, and the noise tends to wipe out the signal .
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Figure 8. A pulse.modulated signal received in the presence oI nLIUL.

1. See for example, Goldman, op. cit., Chap. V.
2. Goldman, op. cit., Sec. 6.11d.
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B. Noise Reduction in Pulse-Width Modulation (PWM). A second type of noise-

reduction system is that using pulse-width modulation. If the width of the

pulse is w, then for a single modulation frequency

w = wo(1 + n sin 2t) (4A)

where n is the degree of modulation and A. is the modulation frequency. In

Fig. 8 is shown a pulse-width-modulated signal received in the presence of

some random noise and the elimination of noise between pulses by top and

bottom limiting is indicated.

Since the bandwidth of the receiver is not infinite, the angle of

rise and fall of the pulse is not 900, but is some lesser angle , where

tan = pulse height = 2bS = B S (5A)
time of rise

where S is the signal height before limiting, b is the bandwidth of the pulse

amplifier,and B is the bandwidth of the (double-sideband) carrier-frequency

amplifier. FNow the presence of noise during the rise and fall of the pulse

affects the pulse width. In Fig. 9 is shown a single pulse from Fig. 8. The

dotted sloping lines represent the original signal pulse, and the solid lines

TIME

Figure 9. The effect of noise on the location
of the edge of a received pulse.
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represent the pulse with the noise superimposed. The distances N and N rep-

resent the noise amplitudes during the pulse rise and fall, respectively.

For noise components which will give rise to signal in the audio-modulation

range, N and N are essentially equal. If Aw represents the change in pulse

width due to the presence of noise, then

:w = 2N cot = 2 (N). (6A)B (

The noise-modulation factor is thus

Aw _ 2 N (7A)
0 0

Of this noise, however, essentially only that which lies ithin + F of the

subcarriers at f + nfp will get through the audio amplifier of cutoff fre-

quency Fa. The audio-noise-modulation factor will therefore be

I 2Faw 2F 2 (N)
f wB fS (8A)
fp w0 fp B S

The factor 2 under the radical is due to the presence of audio sidebands on

both sides of the subcarrier, and the radical itself is due to the random

relations between noise sidebands, which makes the noise amplitude propor-

tional to the sauare root of the bandwidth.

Since the carrier is only present during a fraction of the time,

namely (Wofp), if the transmitting power is determined by average power, then

the ratio of signal height in the PWM case to that in the a-m case is

S 1 (9A)1

1. Since a 100 per cent a-m wave has twice the amplitude but only 3/2 of
the energy f an unmodulated wave, the ratio in Eq. (9A) would more
correctly be

...s 5 3/2 1

s o
if the a-m comparison signal is 100 per cent modulated. It is, how-
ever, necessary for small percentages of nodulation to be received, as
well, in order to get the information transmitted. Because the proper
average value to replace J3/2/2 is thus uncertain, we omit the factor
in our equations, since it does not differ greatly from unity anyway.

-30-
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where S is the a-m signal amplitude. We also note that because of the dif-

ference in receiver bandwidths, (that of the a-m receiver being 2 Fa ) the

corresponding noise amplitudes have the ratio

N = B
N zr-a (10A)

Substituting Eqs. (9A) and (10A) into Eq. (8A), we obtain for the audio-noise

modulation-factor in PWM.

Audio-Noise-Modulation Factor (PWM) = a 2B N
f, wB S

2F 2 B No 2 No
w B F S S (llA)

p o F O wB S

Thus the greater woB, the greater the noise reduction. The maximum value of

w ° which is possible without distortion at 100 per cent modulation is

o 2fpw. t = 2f. (12A)

Using this value in Eq. (11A), we have

N
Best Audio-Noise-Modulation Factor in (PWM) = 2 B S . (13A)

Corresponding to Eq. (1A) for FM, we ave for the noise reduction

factor of PWM(as compared with AM)

Noise-Reduction Factor = . (14A)

Noise reduction thus increases with the square root of the ratio b/f

It thus appears that the amount of noise reduction depends upon the number

of subcarriers produced,each of which-. individually carries the information

as sidebands.

The amount of noise reduction obtainable increases with the bandwidth,

and is potentially unlimited if the bandwidth can be made large enough. It

should be pointed out, however, that the average level of the noise background

also increases as the bandwidth increases, and since the top and bottom lim-

iters cannot be made to operate until the S/N ratio is greater than 2, range

and noise reduction are opposing factors in choosing the bandwidth in PWM,

Just as they are in FM.
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C. Multichannel Operation with Coherent Audio. The foregoing examples suggest

another type of operation which might at first be expected to give noise re-

duction. This is te simultaneous transmission by AM, for example, of the

same audio program on separate crriers in several different frequency chan-

nels. The coherent audio programs are then to be combined after demodulation.

Let us suppose that there are n channels, each separately having the same

average signal-to-noise ratio which we will designate as So/No. If these

outputs are combined after demodulation, the signal-to-noise ratio will be

nS S
O N= - o ' (15A)

JNo No 

since the signals are coherent but the noise is not.

Next suppose that the same total energy is used to transmit the sig-

nal in one channel. Then the signal amplitude level will be increased to

IiSO and the signal-to-noise ratio will again be -n So/No Thus for a given

total amount of energy available for transmission, the S/N ratio is not im-

proved by separation into several different channels with coherent audio.

However, if the energy per cycle is constant, then separation will improve the

ratio, and the improvement will be proportional to the square root of the

unmber of channels. (See Fig. 10).

(I (2) (3) (n)

1111 1 , ,111, _.... ,

Figure 10. n separate frequency channels with independent FREa
carriers carrying the same audio program.
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